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"THE NIGHT BEFORE CONTRACT" -- A CHRISTMAS FANTASY

'Twas the night before Contract, and in the "centre ring"
Not a person was stirring, not even Art King ;
The stockings were hung in the colleges with care,
In hopes that St . Parrott soon would be there .

The counsellors were nestled all snug in their groups,
While visions of parity danced through the troops ;
And Mama in her "parent", and I in my "child",
Had just settled our differences -- T .A . had gone wild .

When out at Queen's Park there arose such a clatter,
I sprang from the couch to see what was the matter .
Away to the T .V ., I gave it a pat,
And soon we were watching the news from the C .A .A .T .s .

The color T .V . with its wonderful glow
Told a tale of importance the whole world would soon know,
When, what to my wondering eyes should appear,
But a miniature limo, and eight men at the rear .

The driver was late and had no time to tarry,
I knew in a moment it must be St . Harry .
More rapid than chairmen his Directors they came,
And he whistled, and shouted, and called them by name :

"Now, Desbiens! now, Dumsday! now, Baldwin and Chemerys!
On Logan! on, Repar! on, Wilkinson and Harris!
To the top of the colleges! I beg you don't stall'.
Get organized .' organized'. organized all!"

As counsellors that before the wild O .P .A . fly,
When they meet with an obstacle, quick to defy,
So up to the colleges the Directors they flew,
With the limo full of hot air, and St . Parrott too .

And then, in a twinkling, I heard by the door,
The "Hmm"-ing and "Haw"-ing of each Director .
As I turned off the tube and was glancing around,
Into the room St . Parrott came with a bound .

He was dressed in all white, from his head to his foot,
And his pockets were tarnished with silver and loot ;
A bundle of memos he dragged in behind,
And he looked like a Minister just saved from a bind .

His eyes -- oh how sunken .' his dimples how tired!
His cheeks were so hollow, his nose seemed on fire!
His droll little mouth was drawn up in a curl,
And the sweat from his chin just hung like a pearl .



The stump of a pen he held tight in his teeth,
And the steam it encircled his head like a wreath ;
He had a broad back but the fight had been long,
So late had he learned that his aides had been wrong .

He was quite tall and lean, a formidable sight,
And I shook when I saw him, not wanting to fight ;
A wink of his eye and a twist of his head
Soon gave me to know I had nothing to dread .

He spoke not a word, but went straight to his task,
And filled all the stockings ; would anyone dare ask,
"The Battle of OPSEU -- did we win? Would he say?"
And giving a nod, he was soon on his way .

He sprang to his limo, to his team gave a shout,
And away they all drove as though school was'let out .
But I heard him exclaim,'ere he wheeled out of sight,
"Happy Contract to all, may God bless your New Rights!"

Peter Bacon

From Sir Sandford Fleming :

Our new counsellor on the McDonnel Campus has been selected and is
now on the job . His name is Dugald McDonald and in his previous
position was S .S .F .C .'s Educational Development Officer . His back-
ground is adult education and he has an MEd .

Richard Pelletier .

Thanks to Don Hogan, St . Clair College, for permission to reprint his study
skills package . Although he is in the process of revising it, the package
represents the kind of development work that college counsellors need to be
involved with more .

In order to "squeeze" the 20 page package into the newsletter it had to be
retyped, laid out differently and reduced . I hope that the impact of the
material has not been drastically changed in this miniaturized form .



STUDY SKILLS AND METHODS

How to : Read
Listen
Make Notes
Review
Do Homework
Write Essays
Write Exams

PREFACE

The purpose of the following pages is to provide a clear and concise guide to the
development and improvement of study skills and method . The value of these outlines
will depend very greatly on the extent to which they are applied . The willingness to
apply good method brings up the question of attitude . Of all the factors influencing
success in studies, attitude and method are probably the two most crucial . Positive
attitude joined to good method should be enough to guarantee success in studies in the
great majority of cases . Not only are problem solving attitudes and skills a
prerequisite to success in studes but their ongoing mutual development is also a
prime reason for and a result of any form of education or training . Once this approach
is learned, for it must be learned, it can be applied to other areas of life and work
with the same results . That this will be so for the reader, is the prime concern of
the author .

HOW TO READ

1 . Prepare your mind for the subject . Think how this section relates to the whole .

2 . Briefly acquaint yourself with the reading, i .e ., note the author's name and
credentials, glance over the cover, preface, table of contents, diagrams,
illustrations, index .

3. Read the material through rapidly once to gain a "birds eye view" . Push yourself
to skip read without trying to understand everything .

4 . Read the material through again slowly and thoughtfully with pencil in hand .
Underline the key sentence in each paragraph .

5 . Read through a third time -- this time jotting down notes on important points,
diagrams, etc ., in your note book .

6 . Try to grasp the author's basic idea(s) .

7 . N .B . Depending on the difficulty of the subject for you, you may need to reread the
material several times in order to fully grasp it .

l
THINK ACQUAINT
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N .B Importance of listening : The average person spends 70% of his time communicating .
Of this he spends --

9% writing
16% reading
30% talking
45% listening

yet the average person's listening skill functions at 25% efficiency .

1 . Be Prepared

a) Prepare a mental framework :

I . Adapt yourself to the speaker and his methods .

II . Prepare your mind .

III . Know something of the subject outline first .

2 . Be objective

a) Give the speaker a good hearing .

b) Don't react emotionally and tune him out .

3 . Be receptive

a) Consciously adjust to the peculiarities of the speaker .

b) Don't take mental trips (daydream) e .g . pretty girl, teacher's horrid accent, etc .

4 . Be Critical

a) Dontt be receptive like a sponge .

HOW TO LISTEN

b) Listen actively and critically not passively .

c)

	

Think through and around the delivery, debate mentally with the speaker, anticipate
his next point .

d) Find his main thought, distinguish major points from minor, i .e, wheat from chaff

e)

	

Integrate what you hear with your previous knowledge .

1 .

	

Why- Make Notes?

HOW TO MAKE NOTES

a) Note taking forces you to think and, therefore, helps you to learn .

b) Note taking gives you concise outlines for review and exam purposes .

2 . When to Take Notes

3 . How to Take Notes

a) Watch for and list main ideas prominently in point form .

Notes should be taken in all learning situations, e .g . lectures, reading,
observation, experimentation .



b) List supporting facts and ideas also in point form .

'c) Brevity and clarity should characterize your note taking .

	

(Notes so taken should
provide.a skeleton framework of the subject) .

d) Force yourself to use your own wording in your notes .

e) Develop your own system of "shorthand", e .g . - "&" for "and", "---a " for "Leads to",
"Xty" for Christianity", "educ" for "education"

f) Make full use of headings, subheadings, capitalization, underlining and diagrams .

g)

	

For maximum effectiveness go over your notes carefully within a few hours of taking
them. This will greatly aid your comprehension and retention of the subject matter .

h) Note taking ability differs widely . Check your own notes against someone else's
from time to time . Always strive to improve both your note taking method and
subject matter coverage .

HOW TO REVIEW

N .B . It is assumed that subject matter to be reviewed (including relevant text books)
has already been reduced to a compact system of notes by the student .

1 . Read through the entire set of notes quickly to obtain a "bird's eye view" of the
course .

2 . Then read the material slowly taking care to understand each section before moving
on. It is best to review -- pen in hand -- circling or underlining key facts and
ideas and adding or deleting a word here or there as necessary .

3 . Seek to discuss with either teacher or another student those areas of the subject
of which you are unsure .

4 . Read the notes through a third time -- this time making notes on your notes to
reduce them to a more compact form.

5 . A few days before tests or exams try to reduce your compact notes to series of
connected words which you can memorize . These groups of words function as "skeletons"
or "coat hangers" on which whole ideas can be hung via memory recall .

HOW TO DO HOMEWORK

N .B .

	

Set up a fixed programme of home study in terms of time, place and method .

1. Time

a) Plan and write down a weekly schedule .

b) Plan to study a definite amount of time each week (perhaps 10 - 15 hours per week
if at the secondary level and 15 - 20 hours if post secondary) .

c) Students at the secondary level should plan to study a minimum of 2 or 3 - 40 minute
periods per evening through the week . Post secondary students should plan to study
a minimum of 4 to 5 - 50 minute study periods per evening .

d) After a 40--50 minute study period, take a 10 minute rest break .

e)

	

Do not spend several hours studying without a break, especially when the subject
matter is difficult (see diagram) .



f) Make sure your schedule allows for regular and sufficient sleeping, eating and
exercise .

e)

f)

a)

b)

c)

Units of
Efficiency

2 . Place

music .

3 . Method

d) To maximize learning, it
E .g ., if one is studying
insert the English study
the above order .

1 . Research Your Material

Time (Hours)

Decline in efficiency due to physical work relatively slow .
_ Decline in efficiency due to mental work relatively fast .

- _.~ . .- .~ Decline in mental efficiency slowed by frequent short breaks .

a) Find a quiet place, e .g . bedroom, recreation room, public library, college or
university library .

b) Organize your work such that weak areas receive the most attention , e .g . in the
case of serious problems with one subject, it may be necessary to study it twice
a day six or seven days a week . Depending on your aptitutdes, background, etc .,
it may be necessary to spend two or three times longer studying one subject than
another in order to pass .

c) It is sometimes best to study a difficult
for the evening as our ability
"sleep on it" .

card catalogues, journal/magazine/
newspaper articles, microfilm and microcard holdings .
Consult bibliographies, book lists, library

Use text book indexes and footnotes .

List relevant materials and sources .

subject immediately prior to retiring
to retain what we have learned is enhanced when we

HOW TO WRITE AN ESSAY

50% of Time

b) Make sure lighting, heating and ventilation are appropriate .

c) Sit comfortably but not too comfortably .

d) Make sure desk space is adequate and the desk or table or proper height .

e) Try and avoid distractors, e .g . family, friends, T .V ., telephone and even background

a) Plan your own ongoing, comprehensive system of home study . Don't wait for work to
be assigned .

is best to study contrasting subjects consecutively .
Algebra, Economics and English, it would be best to
period between the other two rather than studying them in

Develop your own method of home study with reference both to the suggestions else-
where in this paper and the specifics of your own situation .

Once you have developed your own method stay with it .

	

Systematic study is much easier
and far more fruitful than unsystematic and impulsive study .



d)

e)

g)

h)

2 .

a)

b,)

c)

A.

Read general overview type materials first, e .g . short book or article covering
subject area . Then read more complex and specialized material .

Make short notes in your own words on 4" x5" cards of material relevant to the
subject . Copy the occasional quotable quote that you may wish to use .

Carefully label each of these cards so that you can give credit
be sure to leave a 1" column at the left hand edge of the card .
(See diagram below) .

Be critical in your reading and note taking -- don't
no matter how interesting . Watch the time factor .

Expect and be prepared for your own original ideas
its presentation to occur to you .

into sub topics, e .g :

"The- Fir-%t World War"

Intro-diictiof- . . . ' .. .

Causes

Pro ress ,

Results

Conclusion

G. Conclusion

rs~ :
li~5 . ' CPU

"The Complete Materials Manager"
, A.'' ltitrod=iictiori .,'
B . Personality Type
l)

	

, .,In tp '

	

stsi
2) Aptitudes
3) Motivation

= 4) ~~Organizational Ability' -,.
5) People Relatedness
6) , *Ethics

	

t ,

7) Physical and Emotional Health

C . Formal Training_Programmes

D . Informal Training Programmes

E . Em

	

Availability

F . Varieties of Career Development

to your source and

bog down in irrelevant material

re the subject and the method of
Jot them down immediately -- they are precious .

Organize Your Material r
RQa4_;,~hrpugh meter~f~,,on .cards thinking about how it all fits the topic .

Thlpk~through a:,}ogica end:precise',development of the, subject .

Write down your basic outline in terms of topics and then break

30% of Time

down each topic

d)

	

Sift your cards into -'various piles' ; depending on the -topic each relates to .

	

Mark the
capital letter denoting that topic in the column on the left hand side of the card .



e) Sift through the cards in each pile and decide which sub topic each relates to .
the figure denoting that sub topic in the left hand column on each card .

g) You are now ready to :

3 . Write Your Essay

e) Do not plagiarize .

any direct quotes must be footnoted .

2 . Before starting to write your answers :

a) Read over the entire question paper .

May, 1944 . Speer realized vulnerability of
Rhine bridges to allied air superiority and
prepared counter measures .

through aloud slowing prior to writing the final draft .

HOW TO WRITE EXAMS

b)

	

If there is choice decide which questions you will answer .

A .S . = Albert Speer
I .T .T .R. + Inside the Third Reich

f) Arrange the "A" cards in their respective piles in front of you -- A(1), A(2),
A(3), A(4), etc .

a) Glance over the -cards in A(1) . Pick up your pen and write the first paragraph of
your rough draft .

b) Write simply .

	

Use an economy or words .

	

Don't use big words of fancy expressions .
c) Don't use slanguage . Some Expressions used in everyday spoken English are not

tolerated in formal written English (e .g . "up tight", "hang up") even though you
may read them in the newspaper!

d) Use your own words and ideas as much as possible so that your presentation is
shaped by your own point of view .

f) Foot note the sources of ideas and judgements which you make use of and, of course,

g) Write through the entire essay in rough using the cards prepared for each subtopic
or parpagraph .

h) Try to allow some time to elapse before rewriting the essay . If possible read it

i) Be sure to include a Bibliography showing the books, journals, etc ., you have
consulted in the preparation of your essay .

1.

	

Enter the exam room confidently, having had a proper night's sleep, a brief
physical workout and a good breakfast .

c) On the left hand side of the pages in the answer booklet quickly jot down skeleton
answers for all the questions you have decided to answer .

d) Spend about 15% of your total time on this preparatory work .

r 20% of Time



3 .

	

Start with the questions you can answer best and write out your answers in full
making maximum use of the "skeletons" .

5 . Use all the time allotted for the exam. Go back over the questions and your
answers making sure you have done your best .

APPENDIX

A great Canadian speaks on the value of "system" .

Sir William Osler, one of the greatest men in the medical profession, addressed
the following question to a body of students : "How can you take the greatest possible
advantage of your capacities with the least possible strain?" He answered his
question in this way :

By cultivating system.

	

I say cultivating advisedly, since some of you will
find the acquisition of systematic habits very hard . There are minds
congenitally systematic ; others have a lifelong fight against an inherited
tendency to diffuseness and carelessness in work . . . . Take away with you,
from a man who has had to fight a hard battle, the profound convictions of
the value of system in your work . . . . I appeal to the

	

freshmen especially,
becuase you today make a beginning, and your future career depends very
much upon the habits you will form during this session .

	

To follow the
routine of the classes is easy enough, but to take routine into every
part of your daily life is a hard task . . . . Let each hour of the day have its
allotted duty, and cultivate that power of concentration which grows with
its exercise, so that the attention neither flags nor wavers, but settles
with a bull-dog tenacity on the subject before you . Constant repetition
makes a good habit fit easily in your mind, and by the end of the session
you may have gained that most precious of all knowledge -- the power
to work .

4 . Divide your time equally between questions of equal value . Don't get carried away
with one particular question you may know a lot about .



JSAS (Journal Supplement Abstract Service)

"The JSAS was created in response to the growing demand for a publication
outlet for psychology-related materials not appropriate for publication in
conventional journals . JSAS manuscripts must meet the same high standards set
for APA's journals, but they are not bound by conventional journal restrictions
of format, length, or editorial policy .

Thus, JSAS was developed to serve the following functions : a) create a
forum for the exchange of valuable information that previously had no formal
publication outlet ; b) make available to small, specialized audiences items
that are of value to them ; c) encourage the creation of materials that because
of their length are not normally solicited by existing communication channels ;
d) provide rapid dissemination of psychological materials to researchers and
students ; e) relieve authors of the burdensome logistics of reproducing and
mailing copies of their manuscripts to interested persons and organizations .

Categories of materials available through JSAS : a) methodological techniques
and procedures ; b) major projects in progress ; c) technical reports, d) con-
vention presentations, e) bibliographies, f) literature reviews, g) invited
lectures, h) information on psychology and public policy, i) fresh looks at
controversial issues, j) descriptions of effective techniques and programmes ;
k) massive data collections ; 1) management of psychological resources, m) APA
task force reports ; n) educational materials ; o) well-designed studies that
are 'near replications' ; p) well-designed studies with negative results ."

I think that the JSAS service is of interest to college counsellors in two
ways . First, some of the manuscripts are particularly useful . I have used the
Study Skills Treatment Manual and found it helpful because it is written from a
treatment perspective . Second, some counsellors may be interested in submitting
descriptions of specific programmes they are involved with . JSAS acceptance
criteria are much more flexible than those of journals .

The JSAS Catalog of Selected Documents in Psychology is probably available
in some libraries, particularly university libraries . Individual documents can
be ordered in full-text version or on microfiche .

JSAS
American Psychological Association
1200 17th Street, N .W .
Washington, D .C .
20036
U .S .A .
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THE ANIMAL SCHOOL

The Administration of the School Curriculum
With Reference to Individual Differences

By Dr. G.H . Reavis
Assistant Superintendent
Cincinnati Public Schools

Condensed from Tech Training

Once upon a time, the animals decided they must do something
heroic to meet the problems of a "new world" .

	

So they organized a school .

They adopted an activity curriculum consisting of running,
climbing, swimming, and flying . To make it easier to administer the
curriculum, all the animals took all the subjects .

The duck was excellent in swimming, in fact, better than his
instructor ; but he made only passing grades in flying and was poor in
running . Since he was slow in running, he had to stay after school and
drop swimming in order to practice running . This was kept up until his
webbed feet were badly worn and he was only average in swimming . But
average was acceptable in school, so nobody worried about that except the
duck .

The rabbit started at the top of the class in running, but had
a nervous breakdown because of so much make-up work in swimming .

The squirrel was excellent in climbing until he developed
frustration in the flying class where his teacher made him start from the
ground up instead of from the treetop down .

	

He also developed "charlie
horses" from overexertion and then got "C" in climbing and "D" in running .

The eagle was a problem child and was disciplined severely .

	

In
the climbing class he beat all the others to the top of the tree, but
insisted on using his own way to get there .

At the end of the year, an abnormal eel that could swim exceedingly
well, run, climb and fly a little had the highest average and was
valedictorian .

The prairie dogs stayed out of school and fought the tax levy
because the administration would not add digging and burrowing to the
curriculum . They apprenticed their child to a badger and joined the
groundhogs and gophers to start a successful private school .

Does this fable have a moral?



THE POLITICS OF COUNSELLING

Barry Whittaker, Student Services,
Fanshawe College

"People offer positive evaluations of their experiences thus
far . 'I'm increasing my listening skills .'

	

'I have a greater
tolerance for ambiguity.'

	

'I'm getting in touch with me .'

But then Denny takes the floor . 'Self actualizing is not
enough! We have only three or four years to control the
spread of incredibly dangerous nuclear power plants! It
is not enough to be feeling and thinking! We must be
active :'"

This incident is quoted by Carl Rogers in his latest book,
On Personal Power l (p . 146) . It illustrates the relationship
he has begun to recognize between psychotherapy and politics .
His previous books explored the dynamics of 'client-centred
therapy' ; now Dr . Rogers confesses, "It is not just that I
am a slow learner, that I have only recently realized my
political impact ." (p . 4) "We shall confront openly a subject
not often discussed : the issue of power and control in the
so-called helping professions ." (p . 6)

By "politics", Rogers doesn't mean "politicking" -- in the
sense of creating pressure groups or manipulating favourable
decisions from an unsympathetic administration . That kind
of issue was faced by Charles Warnath2, and is now occupying
the attention of the Ontario College Counsellors' Committee
with regard to the O .P .A .'s licensing proposals!

Rather, Rogers is dealing with the social and economic
environment within which all psychotherapy takes place,
and their mutual impact . What is the relevance, for
example, of 'feeling good about yourself' to a client
facing unemployment? Are encounter groups merely esoteric
parlour games for the affluent middle classes? What is
the message conveyed by the fee-structure of your average
weekend workshop? "I'm O .K . -- you're O .K . -- provided
we both can pay?"

Rogers begins by examining the politics of personal
counselling . The client-centred approach is a "conscious
renunciation and avoidance by the therapist of all control
over, or decision-making for, the client . . . . It is
politically centred in the client ." (p . 14)

I Rogers, Carl On Personal Power, New York : Delacourt
Press, 1977

2Warnath, C.F . College Counselling : Between a rock and
a hard place. PERSONNEL AND GUIDANCE
JOURNAL, December, 1972 "Counselling
and therapy are integral parts of the
political forces within an institutional
setting"

1 2



Contrasted with this approach is the authoritarianism of
Freudian and behaviourist psychotherapies . "Most procedures
in psychotherapy may be placed on a scale having to do with
power and control . At one end of the scale stand orthodox
Freudian and orthodox behaviourists, believing in a politics
of authoritarian or elitist control of persons 'for their
own good . . . .' .

	

In the middle tre most of the contemporary
schools of psychotherapy, confused, ambiguous and paternalistic
in the politics of their relationships . . . . At the other end
of the scale is the client-centred, experiential, person-
centred approach . . . . . . ." (p . 21)

Rogers has reservations about many group activities .

	

"There
is no doubt that in general the use of exercises or games
makes the group leader-centred rather than member-centred ."
(p . 22)

Having begun with the person, Rogers then widens his survey
to include the politics of the family, of marriage, of
education, of administration, of race and society .

One particular group presented the brutal realities of
religious and political conflict as material to be
worked through . Five Protestants and four Catholics
from Belfast, Northern Ireland, met in 16 sessions to
share their anger, bitterness and hopelessness .

Rogers saw some measure of resolution . "So rapid was the
progress, so significant the changes, that some of the
statements . . . had to be deleted from the film (of the
sessions) . To show such understanding of the opposition
would have endangered the lives of the speakers when it
was shown in Belfast ." (p . 132)

To me, the book was more of a question than an answer,
more of a sign-post to new territory than a map . The
recognition of hard, political realities that are either
"challenged" (in Rogers' view) or indifferent (in my
view) to humanistic pieties is both necessary and sobering .
The group may have been changed, but Belfast was not, and
the gorup members had to return to Belfast!

Counsellors' clients have also to return to the hard,
"political" world . Rogers' new approach advocates more than
mere survival . He argues for the release of the client's
built-in potential to promote change -- and even revolution
-- in an environment hostile to his personal fulfillment.

There is a crusading fervour to the book that is not
inappropriate . It will leave many counsellors pondering
the value-laden question : who needs to adjust, the
client to the community, or the community to the client?



ARE BURNT OFFERINGS OBSOLETE?

This past summer I went through the natural and predictable process
of gearing doom from the previous academic year and gearing up for
September /77 ., Part of that process involved looking back and making
judgements about the relative success of those counselling-related
programs in which I had been involved over the past year. I would
then use these conclusions for deciding where I should focus my
energies for the coming year . I brought the process to closure
and I had a fairly good sense of what "services I should offer" in
/77 - /78 - these are the kinds of things we attempt to share at
regional counsellors' meetings and the kind of thing Peter Bacon
and many others of us would like to see more of .

Among the many things I thought about was group work activity
for students . I was aware of the tremendous value of group
interaction and the quality of experience which this provides
for the participant . Likewise, I was sold on the "economy" of
group activity - interacting with ten other people instead of
one over the period of an hour . I thought of the trend in college
counselling toward embracing a greater degree of the institution's
academic activity - the move from "therapeutic" descriptions to
things like study skills, test anxiety management, etc ., together
with the various reasons for the trend .

Naturally, I also looked back to the degree a
participation in group work activities which jwe had offered last
year . I wondered why some groups "went" and others didn't . How
do you know what to offer so that you get participation? What
are the best vehicles for advertising? How do you fit the
activities into the students' different time-tables? If only we
had student residency and we weren't a commutor college, we could
get a lot more things off the ground : : I was concerned about
finding answers to these kinds of questions . They had become
perennial questions .

d quality of student

Then September rolled around and I re-entered the groove and thought
about the nuts and bolts of "offering" different kinds of group
work . Then came for me what proved to be a significant, insightful
learning experience . A great number of students were enthusiastically
spending their own time - after scheduled classes - taking guitar
lessons from someone in the college . At first, this did not strike me
as being particularly profound . But then a chain of thoughts began
to evolve .

"How~is it that there was such a good response to that activity? I
wonder what needs are being met through .taking guitar lessons . Maybe,
things are all too serious around the College and quitar lessons are
providing some kind of psychic balance to these students' lives . Maybe,
study skills group activities are not wanted as much as I think they
are wanted-or needed . What does it say about me that I am surprised
at guitar lessons getting such a good reception? Maybe, the need for
"my kind of group work" is more mine than the students' . But then



again, guitar lessons just don't seem "therapeutic" enough .

	

Maybe
my professional training should have been as a musician rather than
as a counsellor! Bizarre thought : : It just does not seem adequate
to rationalize this experience by saying "Well, guitar lessons come
under a different department (or compartment) of the college, so why
should I be so preoccupied with thinking about it?" So what can I
learn and what can I evolve out of this experience?"

I have come to some conclusions .

I have spent the summer asking myself the wrong questions . Little
wonder I was having trouble with the answers . I was busy with
menus - providing a nice smorgasbord - offering things and hoping
people would like the offerings . The "offer something and cross
your fingers" mentality . What I have to catch hold of is - where
are the students at collectively now ( maybe, guitar lessons won't
"go" next year . ; maybe, needs will change) .

I have come to feel that the services we provide should be borne
out of student needs and that we should put energy into developing
ways of determining these needs long before we decide on programming .
Further, I feel that a comprehensive set of strategies for need-
perception will not only help us to decide what to do, but also help
us to set priorties in our activity .

In the 1975 academic year, our counselling staff set about designing
and administering a group work questionnaire to approximately 20% of
-the full-time-day student population to determine preferences for
various group alternatives. Among the 22 different group activities
we had identified and described, we were able to rank students'
priorities according to sex and according to particular programs in
which they were enrolled . We also gathered data from the subjects
regarding interest in participating, intention to "sign up", group
composition preferences, group work time-frame preferences, prior
experience with group work, and anecdotal comments about the subject .

Although we ended up with some very interesting data-certainly better
than no hard data at all-we had to be aware that this was only one
strategy for exploring student needs . I feel that we need to develop
a multi-dimensional methodology for uncovering the collective needs
of college students .

Here is a limited collection of ideas for getting at student needs .
I know that many of us already use some of these methods, although
our objectives may differ .

Immersion in Students' Environment

I think you would agree that the counsellor's office is not the best
environment for "getting the feel" of where the student body is at .
I make a distinction between what I would call individual needs and
collective needs . And it is my premise that one does not necessarily
reflect the other . For example, although within a period of two
months I might speak with an increased number of students experiencing
conflict with their parents, I might not get that same sense when
I'm engaged in casual conversation in the cafeteria .



Learning from Front-Line People in the Bureaucracy

Receptionists, secretaries and clerks often provide a realistic
perspective on the college environment . It seems useful that these
people should somehow be integrated into the college's "professional"
activity . To what extent do we involve these folk in the initial
program-planning stages?

Development of Instruments Designed to Reveal Student Needs

As we design surveys and' questionnaires which are relevant to the
college community, we could be letting other counsellors in other
colleges benefit from our efforts . It is in this context that Peter Bacon's
editorial comment in the last newsletter makes a great deal of sense .

Maybe We're . Too Close to the'Forest to See the Trees

Perhaps we need to take a fresh look at what we're doing and how close that
activity is to what the needs are . I know of at least one post-
secondary institution that brought in an outside consultant for this
purpose . As a result of the consultant's input, the student services
operation went through a major re-focusing process with impressively
positive consequences .

Needs-Perception Activity Should be On-Going

I think there are several existing vehicles in the colleges which we
can use to keep our fingers on the pulse of the student body . On-
going relationships with student associations, class representatives,
student volunteers will provide another perspective on student needs .
This, of course, is not to the exclusion of relationships with faculty .
I believe that a multi-dimensional approach to needs-perception is far
more valueable than single methods, and I feel that the extent to which
we become surprised at the results of our strategies is a measure of
our learning . When we are able -with confidence-to identify the
dominant and secondary characteristics of the student body at any given
point in time, then, I think we have a handle on student needs . Then,
and only then, do I think it is appropriate to talk about programming
in counselling .

I look forward to learning more from y'all about strategies which
work for you in that difficult stage before you decide what you will
be doing in the next semester!
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JVIS : Jackson Vocational Interest Survey

A major new career assessment instrument of special interest to
Ontario counsellors has been published this fall in Canada and the U . S .
The Jackson Vocational Interest Survey (JVIS) was developed in Canada by
Dr . Douglas N . Jackson of the University of Western Ontario, and
standardized using Canadian high school and college students .

The JVIS represents ten years of development . It was carefully
and elaborately constructed to provide a comprehensive, sex-fair, and
accurate assessment of vocational interests .

From an original item pool of over 3000 items, a total of 289
pairs of statements describing job related activities was selected for the
JVIS test booklet . Scoring yields a profile containing the following 34
basic interest scales : Creative Arts, Performing Arts, Mathematics,
Physical Science, Engineering, Life Science, Social Science, Adventure,
Nature-Agriculture, Skilled Trades, Personal Service, Family Activity,
Medical Service, Dominant Leadership, Job Security, Stamina, Accountability,
Teaching, Social Service, Elementary Education, Finance, Business, Office
Work Sales, Supervision, Human Relations Management, Law, Professional
Advising, Author-Journalism, Academic Achievement, Technical Writing,
Independence, Planfulness, and Interpersonal Confidence .

The JVIS includes traditional scales such as Medical Service,
Skilled Trades and Teaching . In addition, new concepts have been incorporated .
Some of these, like Professional Advising and Supervision cut across
specific occupations . Others, such as Job Security and Interpersonal
Confidence, relate to work style preference .

A distinctive feature of the JVIS, particularly as compared with
other vocational interest tests, is that it may be easily hand scored, as
well as machine scored . The 34 basic interest scales may be scored and the
profile plotted in ten minutes or less .

Machine scoring and personalized extended interpretive reports are
available from Research Psychologists Press, Inc ., London, Ontario . The
multi-page interpretive report contains a profile for the 34 basic interest
scales, a profile for 10 general occupational themes, indices of similarity
to a number of college and university student groups, non-occupational and
validity scales, and a ranking of the similarity of the individual's profile
to each of 32 occupational and group clusters (based on 278 occupational
group profiles) . Of special interest to counsellors and the individual
student is the narrative summary of the three highest-ranked occupational
clusters, including references to occupations listed in the Canadian
Classification and Dictionary of Occupations . Also included are references
to the Student Guidance Information Service (SGIS) for Ontario students .
In a research study conducted in 1976 in a number of Ontario high schools,
91% of the counsellors who used the JVIS would recommend its use in other
schools .

Additional information about the JVIS and scoring services may
be obtained from Research Psychologists Press, Inc ., P . 0 . Box 3292-
Station A, London, Ontario N6A 4K3
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COLLEGE COUNSELLING AND THE COMMUNITY

Community colleges are supposed to be clear alternatives to
universities in post-secondary education . They must not be only teaching
institutions, but places of learning, a distinction of some significance if
we truly believe that the prime agent of learning is the learner, with
parents, teachers or counsellors and the Ministry being second, third and
fourth agents, in that order .

A place of learning means a place where personal growth and
vocational development are both clear objectives . It is a place where
personal change takes place, but also a place which contributes to social
change . Community colleges should not be only mirrors of society ; we should
reflect what society is, but with this difference, that our behavior points
in the direction of the better . As institutions of learning, our community
should be a community of learners, a community where all its constitutents
grow -- personally and vocationally .

Community colleges are not only post-secondary institutions . They
are places where people can prepare themselves for trade apprenticeship,
often including upgrading from illiteracty, places where the disadvantaged,
the drop-out or push-out, the loser, should he want it , can find a new start,
can continue an interrupted development, can alter a life course which is no
longer adequate and no longer fulfilling .

Community colleges are places where adult learners, including the
retired and the aged, come for lectures, courses, programs, activities which
are not certificate or diploma oriented, which are not manpower or apprentice-
ship oriented, but simply - general interest or leisure-time fulfilment .

Are they not places where various community, trade or professional
groups seek assistance, guidance, self-help encouragement, and professional
development?

Community colleges as commuter colleges must at the same time go
out to individuals and groups who traditionally do not come to institutions
-- whether large or small, because institutions have never been '.'their place" .
The formality, the size, the sophistication, the language or jargon used,
the chrome, the aluminum, the glass and carpets, characteristics of most
"institutions" have been strange and foreign qualities for the illiterate,
the poor, the remote rural dweller,
habitue .

rhapK e", Ien Ht-

Community colleges are people places, and persons are many things .

"daughter, wife, son and husband, worker, dreamer and
creator, citizen, member of church, lodge or union, game-
player and hobbyist -- all these and much more besides
leaner or teacher engaged in the intellectual work of
education" . 1

1 The Learning Society (C .O .P .S .E .) page 29
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There is a place for guidance services in such people places as
community colleges . The guidance function, a facilitative function, is
a natural one in a learning -- self-help environment . Counsellors have long
known that the learner is the first agent of his movement . As facilitators,
counsellors are agents in decision-making, a significant part of a learning
process . Not infrequently, counsellors are also interveners, therapists
as it were . I am old-fashioned, I guess, to believe that that is still a
legitimate role ; I consider intervention an act of responsibility in a
context of accountability .

Counsellors in a learning-growth environment, a community of
learners environment, must be learners themselves, their personal and
vocational development are never ending . Should they be models of personal
growth and vocational development? I think so, since I believe we are con-
tributors to social change . If we are responsible and accountable we have
to be models . We must be models to students and to staff colleagues, be
they teachers or support staff .

The guidance function in a community college is a many splendored-
service thing . Borrowing from Counselling and Guidance for Educational and
Vocational Development , 2 a monograph written by Gerald Cosgrove in 1965, and
in which I was a contributor, I submit the following concepts of what we
then called "community guidance services" . Remembering that community
colleges did .not yet exist in 01tario, we had written about and described
vocational guidance in elementary and secondary schools, in universities, in
the department of Manpower and Immigration (then known as the National
Employment Service), in Rehabilitation services and finally in community
services . There were less than ten such community agencies in the whole of
Canada in those days, and what we said about them, with some slight
modifications, seems to apply quite well to community college guidance and
counselling services . But I'll let you be the judge of that rapprochement .

We then wrote that

"these are services which are open to all members of a
community rather than being intended for members of a
single institution, e .g . a school or work establishment .
They are vocationally oriented, assisting clients
(students, citizens, college personnel to assume
suitable educational and vocational goals, to plan for
their attainment, and to deal with situations which hinder
achievement . Provlems run the gamut of vocational
difficulties and are more diversified than those in other
agencies . They include choice, preparation, entry,
career building, retirement planning, adaptation to work .
In many instances, personal and social factors are inter-
twined with vocational problems . Clients range from
early adolescence to post retirement . Most of them come
on their own initiative but many are referred by schools,
physicians, social agencies, universities, psychiatrists,
personnel workers in business, and ministers .

Some features which distinguish community [college]
guidance services from others are :

1 . Vocational : Primary concern is with educational and
vocational areas of life, although contributing factors

2 . Counselling and Guidance for Educational and Vocational Development,
May 1965, pp 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, & 32 .
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in other areas are not ignored .

2 . Psychological : Careful attention is given to under-
standing the person . Counsellors are almost always trained
in psychology to the master's level or beyond .

3 . Intensive : A client spends several hours in discussion
with a counsellor supplemented by thorough testing .

	

In
some [college]agencies continuous supportive help may be
available for those who need it .

4 . Broad : Broad coverage of opportunities is provided,
not solely those available at the time and by way of
the [college] agency .

	

Concern is not limited to entry
occupation but may deal with long range goals and
programs for development . Vocational problems other
than choice may be dealt with, e .g . facing failure,
lack of confidence in undertaking new responsibilities, or
difficulties in relations with supervisors . There is
readiness to consider conditions outside of the job
which may influence work performance .

5 . Atmosphere : A feeling of freedom to work out a
problem in one's own way is an important condition for
counselling . Community college] services induce this
feeling to an exceptional degree . A person comes of his
own free will . He is free to discuss whatever seems
relevant to him . He may reveal as much or as little as
he chooses . No inquiries are made without his consent
and cooperation . He may withdraw at any time and may
reject the findings if he wishes . The counsellor is not
an authority in his life, takes no action regarding him
and has no reason to be defensive if he criticizes teachers
or supervisors . Findings are revealed frankly to the
client but to no one else.without his consent .

This kind of setting enables a person to make a fresh
start in dealing with his problem free from unfavourable
feelings engendered on both sides within his institution .
Coming to a service which is also attended by adults
and b ing treated as an adult are favourable conditions
for young clients .

6 .

	

Flexible :

	

An [autonomous] agency has a great deal of
freedom to change its approach and to shape its services
to the needs of the community .

The primary service provided by these [college]agencies is
educational and vocational counselling directed towards
helping the client[student]make an immediate decision or
adjustment . Other programs which may be offered are :

1 . Information Service : Answering inquiries as to where
specified courses are available, exploring occupations
related to a stated interest, providing information about
Cource ofischolarships

	

Land bursaries and loans],
publishing a directory of educational and vocational
courses offered in the [total] community .



2 . School and College Advisory Service : Advice regarding
selection of suitable [public), private schools and
colleges, including assessment of students applying for
admission to determine whether they are ready to undertake
the courses for which they apply . Those who are not
qualified would be redirected to other courses or
institutions .

3 . Developmental Counselling : Annual testing and counselling
during the school period to assess academic, social and
physical status and guide development .

4 . Retirement Planning : Individual counselling or
group discussions for persons approaching retirement .

5 . Leisure Planning : Individual help in planning
constructive use of leisure while still employed .

6 . Assistance in non-vocational areas : Where problems of
this kind are affecting vocational adjustments, assistance
may be provided by the [counselling] service directly or
through collaboration with other health and welfare
organizations . Students who are pursuing education away from
home for the first time have adjustment problems both of a
academic and personal nature . There is [also a)need
for encouraging a flexible approach in one's career, a
readiness to change one's occupation as economic and
technological conditions require . The worker should find
security within himself rather than seeking it in a
single employer or in government action .

7 . Programs for unemployed youth :

	

For young persons who
have left school yet fail to obtain or to hold jobs
special programs may be organized consisting of counselling
supplemented by field trips, physical education classes,
and discussions .

8 .

	

Programs for [college underachievers :

	

Quiet conditions
for study, instruction in study methods, analysis of and
help with study problems and continued counselling may
be provided for such students .

9 . Workshop : This is for appraisal of work potential of
physically or mentally handicapped persons and for conditioning
the work habits of persons not employed for some time or
whose work adjustment is poor. Counselling supplements the
work shop experience .

10 . Training for illiterates : Assistance in learning to
read and do simple computation necessary for employment .

11 .

	

Group Programs : [. . .]

	

Topics around which [group
programs may be built include success in study, improvement
of reading skills, choosing a career, knowing oneself
through tests, occupations for the high school land
college] graduate, survey of college courses, opportunities
for college graduates in business and industry], building
a career, getting along with people, improving verbal



skills, thinking creatively, how to use leisure, planning
for retirement, how parents may help children's educational
and vocational development . [Adults need a continuation of
vocational counselling to help them meet emergencies when
they arise and to prepare for the new tasks which they
will face as they enter succeeding career stages .]

12 . Welfare Planning : In addition to services rendered to
individuals, community college agencies cooperate with other
health and welfare agencies in studying local [regional
problems which affect careers of special groups . Service
programs are developed to assist school drop-outs,
immigrants, multi-problem families, or other groups .

13 .

	

Changing Work Conditions : An attempt may be made to
modify work settings and employer requirements in order
that individuals may secure appropriate work and function
effectively . This is done either through appeals for
colun tary action or by seeking legislation .

14 . Guidance for Persons who cannot obtain it elsewhere :
These persons include students of rural, private [and
public] matriculation schools, evening and correspondence
courses, universities which lack counselling services,
any student who seeks to reach a decision during summer
months when school counsellors are not available, and
prespective students not registered in any school or
college .

	

It also applies to workers who are presently
employed or who seek counselling on matters which do not
involve palcement, e .g . planning for progress in their
own companies, or deciding whether to return to full [or
part] time education .

	

( . . . . . ]
Some students may need more time, special assessment
procedures, special kinds of understanding, or simply
more skilled counselling Cthan is usually available in
public schools and manpower offices] . Among those who
require such help are many underachievers, students
who approach a choice point without adequate plans, members
of minority groups whose outlook on work is influenced
by real or imagined discrimination, youths whose
educational and vocational difficulties are intertwined
with personal problems and those who have not reached a
satisfactory choice or adjustment by means of school help .
Among workers are those who seek help which places more
emphasis on understanding the person, broad coverage of
problems, opportunities, and pertinent factors, and which
gives sufficient time .

	

C . . . . . .

15 . Research : A counsellor works with ideas and techniques
which come from research, surveys, and systematic analyses .
He needs continually to add to his understanding of human
nature, including growth and development of the person
throughout life, the nature of human potential, unusual
patterns of behaviour, how people choose their vocations
and fail or succeed in them, and family problem areas . He
Cor she] should have an understanding of special groups of
persons such as the chronically unumployed, women in
businessLand industry youth in rural areas, and many others .



Further, he needs to know a great deal about people's surround-
ings, the opportunities which they offer and demands which
they make, the attitudes of various classes and their impact
on members, conditions in school and work which effect achieve-
ment, and how occupations are changing .

	

Finally, he must
be acquainted with a variety of techniques to aid in
understanding the persons whom he is helping and in taking
constructive steps to aid them .

	

He must know what can be
expected from each technique .

	

New studies are[therefore? needed
continuously . Without them there can be little improvement
in the capacity of guidance to help them ."

These are some concepts which we then attributed
which I now would very much like to call community college
needs still the guidance services provided by elementary
Society needs the guidance services provided by colleges
we all did our work very well, there might not be a need
agencies -- public or private .

to community agencies,
agencies . Society

and secondary schools .
and universities . If
to set up other guidance

How can we be all this? How can we do all this? Let me recall some of
the activities through which we might attain these objectives :

1 . One- to-one counselling interview .
2 . Aptitude and achievement testing, interest

assessment .
3 . Crisis intervention .
4 . Peer counselling-buddy systems .
5 . Milieu counselling
6 . Multiple counselling
7 . Self-help programs .
8 . Use of lay counsellors
9 . Use of "trained"faculty advisors (animators) .
10 . Use of para-professionals .
11 . Tutorials .
12 . Dialogue or communication groups .
13 . Mobile Counsellors .
14 . Outreach programs .
15 . Computer assisted counselling .
16 . Computer assisted testing services .
17 . Computer assisted information systems .

inventories, personality

"Counselling is a profession which seeks to assist young people and
adults to make choices and adjustments which are favourable to their[personall
educational, IsocialA and vocational development ."

All of this, for all of you, the converted, may be nothing more than trite,
motherhood issues . To the "old and experienced" counsellors who may be skeptical of
all "new fangles" concepts or"hair-brained ideas", we ask why? To the "young and
less experienced", who may be disdainful of all "old fashioned" concepts, we ask why?

Why not look to new roles, new identities, new techniques, new
resources? Why not preserve and use the tried and true? Why not play some
roles", why not use some old techniques which still work?

The student who seeks your help needs you, and what he needs most is
usually attention, genuine concern, love, kindness, firmness . I once asked a
university student what the outstanding quality she expected from a counsellor
and she replied without hesitation "someone who knows something about me" .

"old
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Cognitive-Behaviour Modification : A Newsletter

Jack Fletcher (Fanshawe) told me about the Cognitive-Behaviour Modification
Newsletter . This yearly publication from the University of Waterloo is the work
of Don Meichenbaum, editor and primary author . As Dr . Meichenbaum wrote, "the
newsletter . . . . (is) a way for me to keep my files in order, a way for me to summ-
arize my correspondence and reports" .

The newsletter consists of research highlights clustered by topics such as
Assertion Training, CBM with Depressives, and Impulsivity . The CBM Newsletter
is available for a "donation", there is no subscription fee .

The following article from the latest issue is printed with permission .

2 4

CBM for treatment of evaluation anxiety
The research on test anxiety continues to focus on the worry component or

the task-irrelevant ideation that high test anxious individuals experience in
evaluative situations . The conceptualizations of Irwin Sarason and Jeri Wine
seem to guide much of this research, with the result that instruments have been
developed to assess the subject's ongoing cognitions . The assessment procedures
can be classified into three general types . There are those test anxiety quest-
ionnaires that are given to subjects prior to the evaluative situations . Indeed,
Mandler has suggested that these questionnaires are implicit ways of tapping the
self-instructional tendencies of high anxious subjects . Spielberger has recently
developed a Test Attitude Inventory (TAI) that separates worry from emotionality
items . A second assessment approach is to assess the subject immediately following
performance in order to have him recall the thoughts he experienced during his
performance . Such a cognitive interference recall questionnaire has been developed
by Irwin Sarason . In our lab Dave Henshaw has used the format developed by Schwartz
and Gottman (1975) to develop a postperformance questionnaire to assess task-
irrelevant thoughts .

	

A central problem in the postperformance assessment proced-
ures is that it is impossible to determine if the reported thoughts represent post
hoc rationalizations of performance and/or if they reflect actual thought sequences
the subjects experienced during actual performance . An attempt to overcome this
dilemma has been offered by Bruch (1976) .

Monroe Bruch (Bradley Univ .), in a 2 x 2 design, examined various model
characteristics in reducing evaluation anxiety in a laboratory anagram task . He
compared model verbalization of problem-solving rules versus coping self-instructions .
The other factor was whether model reinforcement was present or absent .

	

One _of the
innovative aspects of the study was the ongoing assessment during the posttest
performance of the subject's strategies and task-irrelevant thoughts . The subjects
were asked to fill out a self-report protocol about the cognitive tactics they
were employing at three different points during the posttest performance . The
results indicated that the cognitive modeling of problem-solving rules was the
only variable that consistently influenced performance and imitative responding .
These results were moderated by level of task difficulty, client characteristics,
and model reinforcement .

Two observations concerning Bruch's study are in order : first, the need for
exploring the differential value of cognitively modeled problem-solving rules
versus coping self-instructions for other target behaviors, such as overcoming phobias
and engaging in assertion behavior ; and secondly, the interesting possibility of
using the self-report protocol task at interrupted points during the pretest
assessment .

	

It would be interesting to assess high versus low test anxious subjects
prior to training in order to assess any differences in their cognitive tactics .
Do high test anxious individuals have the vrcblem-rules in their repertoire and
does emotionality interfere with their deployment, or is poor performance a
reflection of an inadequate repertoire . It would be interesting to conduct a study
developmentally examining the evolution of the nature of the deficit among high
test anxious individuals from grade school children through college . At first,
affective disturbances may mediate inferior performance and then worry or the



cognitive component may take hold and more readily influence behavior .
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Another way to tap these processes would be to identify groups of college
students who differ on test anxiety (hi vs . low) and who also differ on study
skills, for example as assessed on the Brown-Holtzman study skills inventory .
Consider the possibility of filling the four cells (hi-low test anxiety, hi-low
study skills) and then conducting an "ethological" or naturalistic observational
study of these four groups of subjects over the course of the term . The various
assessment procedures such as the test anxiety scales, interruption protocols,
and post-performance questionnaires may help us better understand the interrelation-
ships between internal dialogue, emotionality and performance . Consider the
student who produces "negative self-statements" but always seems to do well, as
compared to the student who produces the same content of internal dialogue, but
consistently does poorly . Obviously, the content of the internal dialogue per se
is not sufficient to explain the differences in performance . What other constructs
- meaning, beliefs, coping skills ; what parameters - timing, intensity, duration,
would you need to explain the behavioral differences : When we can answer these
questions our treatment procedures will become more effective . I would argue
strongly that we need research to address these basic questions rather than the
greater proliferation of more comparative treatment studies .

An example of such an approach is a study by Perri and Richards (1976) .
These investigators studied naturally occurring self-initiated episodes of self-
control by means of interview and clinical tests of groups of college students
who were successful or unsuccessful in engaging in self-control behaviors, such
as eating, smoking, studying or dating . Successful self-controllers used more
techniques for longer periods of time, used both overt and covert self-reward more
readily . Moreover, the methods used by successful self-controllers varied accord-
ing to the problem with which they were dealing . With regard to controlling smoking
the results suggested that the development of a "coping strategy" rather than a
particular technique of quitting was a crucial element . With studying, self-
monitoring seemed to play a central role ; with dating, problem-solving behaviors
contributed to interpersonal assertion . The results highlight the role of self-
reinforcement and the importance of individually tailoring procedures . The inter-
view schedule and other test materials are available from Steve Richards (Univ . of
Missouri) . A replication of this study with clinical populations would be most
interesting and would help us better understand the nature of self-control .

Another interesting assessment approach has been offered by Bugenthal , Henker ,
and Whalen (1976) . They used an innovative measurement procedure, speech filtered
by means of a band-pass filter, to produce content-free voice messages . Communic-
ation assertiveness was then independently measured for verbal content and vocal
intonation . Using adult subjects in a counselor training program, they found that
the subject's attributional style was reflected in the pattern of vocal intonations .
If the thrust of the study can be replicated, then the use of paralinguistic
components of communication may prove to be an interesting way to tap cognitions .

Back to treatment outcome studies!

Goldfried , Linehan and Smith (1976), in a fine study, demonstrated the
greater efficacy of a systematic rational restructuring group versus a prolonged
exposure group and a waiting list control group in reducing exam anxiety . The
rational restructuring procedure involves the use of imaginally presented hierarchy
items to provide clients with practice in ferreting out unrealistic concerns and
worries, thus affording the client the opportunity to place each situation into
a more realistic perspective . Clients are also encouraged to use their newly acquired
skills to reduce anxiety in real life situations . For example, each item in the
hierarchy is presented for a total of four one-minute trials . Immediately following
each trial participants were instructed to record their self-defeating thoughts
(e .g ., "I'm going to fail this test and then everyone's going to think I'm stupid .") .



A more comprehensive list of outcome studies that derive from a cognitive
restructuring and rational-emotive approach is included in a bibliography prepared
by Ron Murphy and Albert Ellis (1975) .

Spielberger et al . (1976) have summarized the treatment studies of test
anxiety .
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This is followed by a rational evaluation (e .g ., "Chances are I probably wo-n :t fail .
And even if I do, people probably won't think I'm stupid . And if I do, that
doesn't mean that I am stupid .") Clients were also required to note their anxiety
levels before and after reevaluating . The treatment was conducted in groups and
six one-hour sessions were provided .

The exposure group is an interesting control group, for it provided the
subject with the same hierarchy items as the cognitive restructuring group but
without instructions for cognitively coping with the stressor . The results of
Goldfried et al . study add to the increasing number of studies indicating that
the cognitive reappraisal of anxiety-provoking situations can offer a markedly
effective treatment procedure for the reduction of anxiety . Goldfried et al . note,
"A number of outcome studies have appeared in the literature, demonstrating that
speech anxiety (Meichenbaum, Gilmore and Fedoravicius, 1971 ; Goldfried, 1976 ;
unassertive behavior (Thorpe, 1975, Wolfe & Fodor, in press), test anxiety
(holroyd, 1976 ; May, 1975 ; Meichenbaum, 1972 ; Osarchuk (1974) and stuttering
(Moleski & Tosi, 1976) can be reduced by intervention procedures that focus on
training individuals to modify their unrealistic belief systems" (p .2) .

Michael Osarchuk (Adelphi Univ .) assessed the relative efficacy of self-control
desensitization, rational restructuring, and the combination of the two therapies
in the treatment of test anxiety . An attention placebo (prolonged imaginal
exposure group) was also included in the design . At both the posttreatment and
the two-month follow-up the active treatment group performed significantly better
than the placebo group, but the respective groups were equivalent in treatment .
One of the interesting suggestions offered by Osarchuk is that it would be useful
to distinguish the various types of irrational thinking that characterize anxious
subjects .


